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Chapter 7: Language of the Cape Gannet
Cape Gannets, known scientifically as either Morus capensis or Sula capensis occur around
the coast of South Africa and Namibia, mainly on the west coast and they nest on several
islands. Nesting colonies consist of thousands of birds all in close proximity. In order to
communicate with each other in these dense colonies, gannets have a complex language,
consisting of signs combined with sounds.
My doctorate thesis aimed to document and understand this gannet language and at the
same time study their feeding habits. Initially the study was motivated by complaints from
the pelagic fishing industry. Some fishermen wanted the numbers of gannets to be reduced
because they claimed they competed with the commercial fishermen.
Initially a gannet nesting colony
may seem disorganised and at
any one time hundreds of birds
can be returning from fishing.
On their return they fly over
the colony once or twice while
uttering their strident call, best
described as araah, araah,
araah.... I discovered that
although these calls all sounded
the same to our human ears, in
fact each bird sitting on its nest
recognised the call of its
returning mate.
I determined this voice
recognition by capturing
gannets as they returned
and greeted their mates.
These were individually
marked with colour
combinations of leg rings
and then a numbered
wooden peg was placed
next to the nest.

As incoming birds flew over the colony I could identify them from the leg rings. I then knew
where their nest was. When I looked at the mate sitting on the nest I noticed that it heard
the call of its mate flying overhead and immediately lifted its head and shook it from side to
side in recognition. The calls of males were slightly higher pitched than those of females.

I captured gannets with a long
flexible wire that had a
‘shepherds crook’ at the end. This
was slipped around the neck and
the bird then pulled towards me.

With practice it was possible to
handle a gannet single handed
and apply identification rings to
one leg. Note leggings to prevent
cuts from powerful beak thrusts of
other gannets when I had to wade
into the colony to catch a specific
bird.
Gannets lay only one egg and they
incubate it by covering the egg
with the webs of both feet.
However, once the small blackskinned chick hatches it sits on top
of the webbed feet.

In this drawing made from an actual
photograph, one bird is moving the egg
more centrally into the nest and has raised
the left foot before placing it over the egg.
Then the other foot is also placed over the
egg.
This drawing and other black and white
gannet behaviour illustrations were created
by Claire Jarvis from my photographs.

This picture shows a recently arrived bird about to
move onto the nest and its mate then moves
backwards off the nest before heading out of the
colony to go fishing.
Gannets fish by diving from above the water, dropping
like arrows into the sea and then actively swimming
underwater by using their wings and webbed feet.

Chicks hatch without feathers but soon grow fine white feathers, as shown in this chick
being fed by regurgitating partly digested fish straight into the chick’s mouth.
The white downy feathers are slowly
replaced by dark and speckled chick
plumage. Over the next two to three
years the dark feathers are slowly
replaced by adult plumage.
Once the juvenile gannets leave the island
they
instinctively
start
migrating
northwards and end up in West African
waters. It is only when two or three years
old that they start heading south again.
Most juvenile gannets return to the colony where they were reared, but only when they
have adult plumage. The northward migration results in many young birds dying, mainly
through not becoming proficient fish hunters before their chick fat reserves run out.
The commercial fishing industry has drastically reduced the amount of pelagic fish on the
West Coast of South Africa. As a result the gannets struggle to give chicks enough food to
ensure they have optimal fat reserves when they leave the island on their migration.

One conspicuous feature of adult gannets is the
blue eye and black streak below the beak and
down the neck. This black line has an important
role in gannet sign language.
The gannet beak is used for many functions
including for aggression. If it is pointed straight at
a neighbour this can be intimidating and it might
cause the neighbour to react aggressively.

When a bird wants to move through the colony, ether to reach
its nest or more often to leave the colony before going fishing,
it signals a desire to move peacefully by adopting the beak in
air posture. I called this an ‘appeasement posture’ that I called
the ‘Sky Point’.
The bird is pointing its means of aggression, namely its beak,
as far as possible from the neighbours. Sky Point behaviour is
often accompanied with a groaning sound.
The intensity with which the appeasement posture is shown
varies. The lowest intensity is shown here where wings are
only slightly raised. Below are stages in increasing intensity.

When a bird returns from fishing the normal sequence of events is as follows.
1. Landing
Returning birds fly over the colony while calling for their mate to respond by shaking his or
her head. This helps the incoming bird to locate the precise place where the nest is situated.
If the incoming bird lands a bit away from its nest it encounters aggression from all the
immediate neighbours.

On landing, the mate on the nest greets with a
‘gannet kiss’ as shown below.

2. After the ‘kiss’ which is actually quite a bite, there follows a greeting ceremony that I
have called ‘Mutual Greeting’.
The Mutual Greeting consists of knocking beaks
together from side to side and then alternately
they each bow to the ground. This is repeated
for some time before slowly subsiding.

3. Mating
In the early stages of breeding, before the egg has been laid, this greeting ceremony is often
followed by mating. The male bites his mate on the back of her head while she crouches
down.

4. Mutual Preening
After mating the pair often cement their relationship by preening each other’s head and
neck.

Mutual Preening is confined to the neck and head. In addition to helping to cement the
bonding between pairs, it serves to keep the feathers in good condition in this region where
the individual bird cannot preen itself.
Gannets quite frequently preen their own body feathers and alternate preening with
rubbing their beak just above the tail where the preen gland is situated. This gland excretes
a wax-like substance that the bird spreads over its feathers while preening. This acts as a
water repellent and helps keep the feathers close to the skin dry when fishing in cold
waters. Keeping feathers dry also increases buoyancy, due to the air trapped between the
feathers.

5. Nest relief ceremony

During the incubation period of breeding, after a mate has returned from fishing and has
performed the Mutual Greeting ceremony, its partner soon backs away from the nest and
starts moving towards the ‘Take-off Runway’. As the one bird backs off the nest its mate
moves over the egg, holds it steady with the underside of its beak and then carefully places
both webbed feet over the egg before sitting down to incubate it.
6. Leaving the colony
When leaving the nest so as to get to the edge of the colony the problem facing Cape
Gannets is that they cannot take off directly from the nest. They have to make their way to
the ‘Take-off Runway’ and this means first passing many neighbours who resent another
bird coming so close to them.
At first the leaving bird usually tries slow progress through the colony by using the Sky Point
appeasement posture with head and beak held high. However, if the nest is far into the
colony many birds then loose patience and decide to make a dash for it. I call this ‘Running
the Gauntlet’.
As they Run the Gauntlet all birds in their path
peck them viciously on the neck and body.
This does not appear to cause any injury and
the peckers avoid aiming for the eyes.

Because Cape Gannets nest on flat islands and they are large birds with wide wingspans,
they can only get airborne by running into the wind while flapping their wings and hitting
the ground repeatedly with both feet at once.
The bird at right is about to start its
takeoff at the traditional runway
site, while the three birds to the left
are waiting their turn.
Sometimes more than one takes off
at the same time.

7. Aggression between neighbours
Aggression between birds on neighbouring nests takes several forms. Some are low level
aggression. I call these ‘Threat Postures’.
Threats do not normally lead to any
physical contact. They serve as a
warning to neighbours not to intrude
on their territory. In fact their territory
is very small since each nest is only just
beyond
pecking
distance
of
neighbouring birds sitting on their
nests.

Sometimes threat does turns to physical contact, beak to beak, but in the case shown in the
next picture, each bird is at the same time pulling rather than pushing. It is a sort of ‘test of
strength’ and I call it a ‘Pulling Fight’.
Cape Gannets start nesting in August and September and eggs are mainly laid from midOctober to mid-December. Incubation of the single egg takes 43-44 days and the chick takes
between 90 and 105 days before leaving the nest.

At times territorial disputes lead to
quite vicious ‘Pulling fights’.

When fights become intense, mainly early in the breeding
season, the Pulling fights turn into ‘Pushing Fights’. In
these encounters some damage can be caused, including
bleeding around the head. Amazingly I never saw any
damage to eyes. This is surprising because I still have scars
on my hands from being bitten by gannets. The end of
their upper mandible has a sharp downward pointing
‘tooth’ designed to keep captured fish from slipping out of
the beak before they are swallowed.
There are favoured nest locations within the colony,
especially close to the colony edges, because this enables
easier movement from the nest to the take off area.

8. Solo Bow
When birds are alone on their nest, sometimes for more than a day, they frequently
perform the ‘Solo Bow’ behaviour. This is rather like the movements made by each bird
during the Greeting Ceremony.
During this behaviour the head is shaken vigorously from side to side and then the head and
body bowed, while wings are held partly away from the body. Amongst other things it
signifies nest ownership to neighbours.

One purpose of my study of Cape Gannets was to enable a comparison of behaviour with
that already published for the northern species of gannets. The Northern Gannet Sula
basana basana, nest on cliffs. This has resulted in some interesting differences in behaviour
when compared with the Cape Gannets.
One difference is the level of aggression. Cape Gannet colonies are all on flat areas and birds
need to nest close together for protection against intruding predators, such as Sea Lions.
They also have to move past many other nesting gannets in order to leave the colony on
fishing trips. Northern birds simply launch themselves from the cliffs and do not need to
move past other close neighbours. As a result the intensity of aggression amongst Cape
Gannets is much lower than seen in their northern cousins.
This study of Cape Gannets helped explain some of the sign and sound language that
enables so many birds to nest close together without too much conflict. The study has been
written up in various ways:
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Chapter 15: Problem elephants and hippos
One of my research projects was to document ‘problem animal’ operations conducted by
Mike La Grange. We worked together on a number of projects, including improving ways of
protecting grain crops from Quelea finches. However, in this chapter I cover protecting
crops from elephants and hippos that had ventured outside National Parks. Usually these
were lone animals, not whole herds.
For subsistence farmers in areas
close to wildlife conservation
zones, it can be devastating when
your crops are destroyed by one or
more elephants. Our policy within
the Department of National Parks
and Wildlife Management was that
we would hunt problem elephants
and direct income from the sale of
skins and tusks back into the local
community. In this way a
realisation was built up that wildlife
had value and was worth
conserving within the parks.

For instance, the problem
elephants shot in this area
of the Zambezi Valley
provided income enabling
this outdoor school to have
a school building erected.

Elephants are a wonderful
asset for a country and they
and other wildlife are major
tourist attractions. It is only
reluctantly
that
we
sometimes have to track
down and shoot individuals
that habitually raid crops
and endanger the lives of
villagers.

Tracking problem elephants is not easy. They often raid crops at night and then move swiftly
away to a quiet place away from humans during much of the day.
Once local people have indicated the
most recent crop damage we look for
elephant foot prints such as shown
here and then try to follow the tracks.
At times this is hard, especially when
the elephants have moved through
vegetation.

On one occasion we tracked the
elephants for about 40 kilometres. I
was also documenting it on the cine
camera seen on the tripod. My 12 year
old son David was with me and
fortunately I had a pocket full of
glucose sweets, so whenever I saw his
energy failing a sweet solved the
problem.

On this occasion the tracking took us through several small villages and we were able to
pause for a quick cup of tea. Mike La Grange was well organised. He always allocated one of
our scouts to carry the things needed to quickly brew up some tea.
Finally the problem
elephants
were
located and Mike La
Grange shot both
problem bulls at
close range from
down wind. Here I
am together with my
son David
Senior Game Scout
Samson Mabengwa
found an ideal seat
on an elephant tusk.

Now the even harder work began.
One team had to skin the elephants
while another team prepared an
‘instant highway’ to allow our
flatbed truck to reach the elephant
location. This was necessary to
enable carrying the heavy hide and
tusks back to Salisbury for
processing and sale.
The revenue needed to be brought
back as soon as possible for use in
the local community.

Here
Mike
is
supervising
constructing a crossing over soft
sand. First branches were
arranged, covered with a layer of
sand to hold the structure
together.

It still needed a bit of pushing
before we reached the ‘road’
ahead. Many of the local
people were keen to help
because they knew our policy
was for them to have access to
all of the elephant meat.
In the meantime a crowd of
local people had gathered
around the shot elephants and
were cutting up the meat, as
shown on the next page.

Some portions were immediately cooked, to feed the hard working crowd.
I recorded this whole operation on 16mm cine film with the aim of compiling a training film
on problem animal management. Unfortunately, after many hours and days of filming, the
footage was all stolen. Fortunately I also took these photographs.

It is not often that
rural people have
access to such an
abundance of meat.
It
also
helps
compensate them
for
the
losses
suffered when these
elephants
raided
their crops.

Occasionally we were called to shoot a hippo when it had wandered far from a nature
reserve and was raiding crops at night.

This hippo was shot near a
sand bank in the middle of a
river. One brave volunteer had
to swim to it and tie a rope
around one foot so that it
could be pulled onto the sand
bank. This did take courage
because a large crocodile had
been seen close by.

The hippo was skinned and then the
local people moved in with knives
and containers for the meat. It is
never a pleasant thing to shoot
such magnificent animals and it
turned out to be additionally sad
when we discovered a small unborn
calf inside.

The local women sang songs of
thanksgiving for the unexpected
harvest of meat. This hippo had
wandered far from a nature reserve
and clearly could not be left in this
area were there was hardly any
natural vegetation for it to eat. In
addition hippos wandering about in
a village constitute real danger. There are cases of people being killed by them since they
have a dislike for fires and may charge through them, thus endangering anybody close to
the fire.

Mike La Grange had a research project studying Bush pigs Potamocherus larvatus and trying
to find better ways of preventing them from damaging crops.
These pigs can cause a lot of
damage at night as they feed in
maize lands and dig up other crops.
One night I accompanied Mike on a
bush pig hunt in a maize land.

Mike had a shotgun fitted with a spotlight.
Note the maize plants in Zimbabwe can grow
very tall, due to the excellent soils and
scientific farming methods. The country was
often called the bread basket of Southern
Africa and exported large amounts of grain
each year. Sadly this situation changed after
many commercial farms were forcibly taken
over by inexperienced farmers.
The hunting method was to wait near the
maize land after dark, until bush pigs were
heard feeding in the lands. We could hear
them breaking down maize plants and chewing the cobs. We moved slowly towards the
sound taking care to walk between rows of Maize plants. If a pig became suspicious we
would hear it stop eating. Mike would then break a bit of maize plant, producing a sound
similar to the noise made by the pigs. They then started feeding again and In this way we
could get very close to a pig and shoot it.
Some of our research into problem animals was written up and presented at a conference in
California:
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